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The development of the methodology of assessment of study quality for all

kinds of studies, including clinical trials and cohort studies, is at an initial stage.

More work is required, and the approaches developed need empirical validation

before they can be deemed sufficiently reliable.

Some systematic reviews accord numeric quality scores to the included studies.

These scores are at times used to obtain a quality weighted estimate for the overall

effect. The high variability between the checklists in terms of the type of compo-

nents they contain and their relative weights can then markedly influence the con-

clusions of an SR. Using quality scores to adjust estimated treatment or exposure

effect is not currently in favor, though a few researchers continue to advocate its use.

Some SRs use quality score as an inclusion criterion. Only a study with a score

equal to or above a cut-off point is included for MA. There is an element of subjec-

tivity involved here, both in relation to the quality scale and the cut-off point used.

In this case, a subsequent sensitivity analysis (Section 20.11) with lower quality

studies included is advisable. If the SR included both low and high quality studies,

then it is advisable to do such an analysis by excluding the low quality studies.

To improve quality, many journals require that health studies follow specific

reporting guidelines. Standard guidelines have been formulated for a variety of study

designs. The CONSORT statement is the standard guideline for reporting of ran-

domized controlled trials, and the STROBE statement is accepted as the standard for

reporting of observational studies in epidemiology. These guidelines are updated

over time, and the latest versions of these and other guidelines as well as related mate-

rial are now available through a single website, namely, www.equator-network.org.

Table 20.6 Checklist for quality assessment of observational studies. (Based on Sanderson 
et al. (2007).)

Feature Assessment Comments

1. Appropriate study population Y/N

2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria specified Y/N

3. Appropriate methods for exposure assessment Y/N

4. Appropriate methods of outcome assessment Y/N

5. Design-specific sources of bias controlled Y/N

6. Control of other forms of bias* Y/N

7. Appropriate control of confounding through analysis Y/N

8. Appropriate statistical analysis Y/N

9. Adequate declaration of conflict of interest Y/N

10. Satisfactory identification of funding sources Y/N

* For example, recall bias, interviewer bias, differential loss to follow-up.
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